
Cohabitation or marriage, the rules for success!

When it comes to marriage or cohabitation, core values play a major role in how successful living together or
marriage will be. Core values are acquired by various aspects, but mainly handed down to us by our parents and
close family. Those values from; honesty, kindness to animals, the vulnerable, respect for authority, to the do's and
don’ts that become ingrained and set us upon a lifetime of good sound values which in turn make us valuable
citizens and partners.
 
After a while, we may add to these values through education, people we meet who are intrinsically good. Religion
can also play a part. How we live, what is right, what is wrong and what is not allowed can be values from the
religion.

For example: if you observe the difference between pro and anti abortion lobbies, pro and anti animal activists, you
will find a values conflict. In your partner and relationship, have you discovered their values, have you shared your
values and what you simply could not compromise on, or find extremely difficult to live with long term?Few
people do this, but if you’re seeking a life partner, these values whether shared or not will play a vital role in the
longevity of your relationship. If overlooked, it may ultimately be a hurdle too high to get over. 
 
 

Core values will eventually cement your relationship

Our core values are very dear to us, they become part of who we are. In some areas it has been found, some people
may even give away their life as their values are so great to them. Therefore such value contradiction can play



havoc within a relationship. Some of us may empathize with the poor and do all they can to help them, while others
do not empathize or believe they need to be helped.
 
This may seem like a trivial value difference, but when one lives 24/7 with someone who is the complete opposite
in values, it can kill the relationship, especially if both their values are the right ones. In a long term relationship
there are some things that cannot be compromised on, and this is best learnt at the beginning of a relationship.
When the first phase of lust and attraction are abound, your values may seem of little importance, but as time
passes and the lust stage fades naturally those values will rise up and become a key part of your communication
and togetherness.
 
If you’re just casually dating it won’t matter too much, but if you are looking for marriage or a life partner, please
ask questions, talk to your partner about your values in the beginning, not when you have agreed to move in.
Discuss your values clearly, and be honest that you will not or could not compromise on some or any of them. Let
your partner return this. Compare your values and discuss the differences. Decide at that point about the
relationship.

Remember the transient elements that can change over time, books you like
reading, what films or magazines you choose, are not core values, they hold very
little importance to how well you will cement your relationship. These are what we
call transient choices, as with any hobby or interest. But core values don’t change,
so if you love children or animals and they must be part of your life, and your
partner does not want children or likes animals, these are opposite values, one that
are usually created in childhood and stem from your upbringing and peers growing
up.


